Character Description/Portrait

Crewman (LT.) Petrov (Spec Ops)

Name

Origin /Clandestine,
Career / Career
Regimented,
Military

+2

+0

+2

A clandestine operative from Fleet Int
Ops, your grim expression and hawked
nose work well alongside your strict
demeanor. While you are acting as a
crewman on this op, if necessary you
have the correct ID and can present
yourself as a fleet intops officer.

+1

-1

SKILLS
Disciplined
You know the rules, the codes, the processes, the scripture, the laws. They
give you stability. You don’t deal well with change. You gain +1 to your
Mettle stat, to a maximum of +2. (Already Applied)
Stealth
Whenever you can move around freely and are unobserved, you can choose
to vanish without a trace. While missing, you may show up in the midst of
events, as long as you can explain how you got there.

Advancement Trigger

All characters mark XP the first time…

Faction
Faction keywords/description.

Sabotage
When you tamper with machines, plans, etc, describe how you go about it
and Roll+[Stat].
On a 10+ the target of your tampering is doomed to fail, just as you planned.
On a 7-9, the target of your tampering is doomed to fail spectacularly,
horrifically or comically, at the GM’s discretion.
Toughness
You can suffer two injuries of each severity, rather than one.

DEBT

FAVOR

United Earth Fleet

UEF Int-Ops Internal Security

Federation Citizen

Authority
Whenever you are in a position of clear superiority over a group of NPCs,
you can Command those NPCs even if the order goes against their own
traits, loyalties and willingness.

ASSETS – Workspaces – Data Points

Equipment:
Infiltration Kit
(C1) Tools to gain access to forbidden places. Mechanical lockpicks,
intrusion hardware, chloroform, glass cutters, disguises, ropes, climbing tools, etc.
UEF Uniform
(C0) Uniform
Machine Pistol
(C1) One Handed, Adjacent, Close, Burst
Multiscanner
(C2) One Handed, Scanner
Workspace:
Your workspace is the main crew quarters of the ship. Organised and regimented, you have taken charge of ensuring this space is clean, clear and suited
for purpose.

FACE ADVERSITY (+Stat)
When you overcome opposition or danger, Roll+[Stat]
On a 10+ you overcome the opposition or danger, just as you
described.
On a 7-9, the danger is overcome, but at a price; the GM will offer
you a cost or a hard choice.

Campaign notes

ASSESSMENT (+Stat)
When you collect critical information about an important,
dangerous or mysterious subject Roll+[Stat]
On a 10+, you gain significant information about the subject, and
earn a Data Point about it as well.
On a 7-9, the GM will reveal interesting, potentially useful
information about the subject. Or they might ask you.
On a 6-, the GM will reveal facts about the subject you probably wish
were not true
GET INVOLVED (+Stat)
When an ally makes a Move and you affect the result, Roll+[Stat]
On a 10+ Increase or decrease the level of success by one step.
On a 7-9, as above, but you incur a cost, complication or hard choice
in order to get involved.
OPEN FIRE (+Mettle)
When you engage enemy forces in long ranged, cover-tocover
firefights, describe your tactics, primary targets and Roll+Mettle.
On a 10+, you win this engagement. Your targets are dead, injured,
incapacitated, retreating, pinned, surrendering, etc.
On a 7-9, as above, but the GM will choose 1 or more of the
following consequences:
• You suffer harm during the exchange.
• The exchange causes undesirable collateral damage.
• The battle shifts, changing threats or adding new ones.
• The targets actually suffer a lesser fate (GM chooses).
LAUNCH ASSAULT (+Physique)
When you engage enemy forces in chaotic close-quarters
combat, describe your tactics and primary targets, then
Roll+Physique
On a 10+, you win this engagement. Your targets are dead, injured,
incapacitated, retreating, pinned, surrendering, etc.
On a 7-9, as above, but the GM will choose 1 or more of the
following consequences:
• You suffer harm during the exchange.
• The exchange causes undesirable collateral damage.
• The battle shifts, changing threats or adding new ones.
• The targets actually suffer a lesser fate (GM chooses).

Injuries – debilities – scars
Minor – Major – Severe – Critical – Fatal

PATCH UP (+Expertise)
When using appropriate medical supplies/tools to repair harm to
people or machinery, Roll+Expertise.
On a 10+, choose 1 from the list below.
On a 7-9, choose 1, but you’ve reached the limit of what you can do;
you cannot re-attempt to Patch Up the subject for now.
• Treat a single minor, major or severe injury/damage
• Treat a malfunction or minor debility
• Stabilize a major debility
• Perform a medical/technical procedure
COMMAND (+Influence)
When you issue a command to a group that is inclined to follow your
orders, Roll+Influence.
On a 10+, they follow those orders to the best of their ability, though
there may be costs in time, resources or personnel.
On a 7-9, as above, but their disposition or effectiveness has been
significantly impacted in some way. This crew will not accept a new
Command until those issues have been dealt with.
ACCESS (+Interface)
When you spend several minutes accessing a locked, protected
system or network with the appropriate tools, Roll+Interface.
On a 10+, credentials verified, access granted. The system is now
open to Interface-based Moves.
On a 7-9, as above, but your breach is detected. The owners of the
system will likely retaliate soon, either electronically, legally or
physically.

+0

BRACE FOR IMPACT (+Armor)
When you would suffer harm, the GM will tell you the Severity. Roll+Armor
On a 13+, the severity is reduced by two levels.
On a 10-12, the severity is reduced by one level.
On a 7-9, you suffer an injury of that severity.
On a 6-, you also suffer debilities, incur costs/troubles, or suffer an injury of a greater
severity, at the GM’s discretion.

